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LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS FOR A STOCHASTIC ANALOGUE
OF THE GEODESIC FLOW

A. P. CARVERHILL AND K. D. ELWORTHY

ABSTRACT. New invariants for a Riemannian manifold are defined as Lya-

punov exponents of a stochastic analogue of the geodesic flow. A lower bound

is given reminiscent of corresponding results for the geodesic flow, and an

upper bound is given for surfaces of positive curvature. For surfaces of con-

stant negative curvature a direct method via the Doob rt-transform is used

to determine the full Lyapunov structure relating the stable manifolds to the

horocycles.

1. Introduction. In [3, Theorem 2.1] Carverhill defines the Lyapunov spec-

trum and filtration for the flow of a smooth stochastic dynamical system (SDS) on

a smooth compact Riemannian manifold (see Theorem 1 below). This is a gener-

alisation of the work of Ruelle [25] (see also [21, 24]) for a deterministic system.

See [10] (also [6]) for a detailed discussion of stochastic systems and their flows, or

[1] for an introductory article. Associated to a smooth Riemannian manifold M is

an SDS on the orthonormal frame boundle OM, called the Canonical SDS for M,

and which is described in Elworthy [10, Chapter 7, Example lA(iii), p. 112] (see

also references on p. 157 of [10], and Sunada [27]). It seems that the Canonical

SDS is the simplest stochastic system which can be 'canonically' defined given the

Riemannian structure, i.e. without an arbitrary choice of additional structure on

M. Our aim in this paper is to study the Lyapunov spectrum and filtration for the

Canonical SDS.

Since our system is canonical in the sense above, it follows that the spectrum

and filtration are determined by the Riemannian structure on M. In Theorem 1

below we state Theorem 2.1 of [3] as it applies to the Canonical SDS.

We will denote the Canonical SDS by (X,B), and its flow by &M- Thus, R
is a Brownian motion on R" (n = dimM), and X is a bundle morphism O M x

Rn —y TOM, defined such that for any frame u E OxM (i.e. a linear isometry

Rn -> TXM) and any e € Rn, X(u)e is the horizontal lift to TOM of u(e) E TXM,

with respect to the Riemannian connection on OM (see [10, Appendix B]). Eells

and Elworthy (see [10, Theorem 12B, p. 159]) showed that the solutions to (X, B)

project to heat flow on M, i.e. the transition probabilities pt(x,dy) on M given by

Pt(x, B) = P{oj: 7r(£t(u;)u) E B} are the fundamental solutions to the heat equation

on M. (Here, R is any Borel set in M, it is the bundle projection OM —> M, and

u is any frame at x—the choice does not affect pt(x, B).)
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The following theorem gives the definition and existence of the Lyapunov spec-

trum and filtration for the Canonical SDS.

THEOREM 1. Take any invariant measure v for the Markov process on OM

associated with £t(w). (Transition probabilities qt(u,B) = P{oj: £t(^)u E B}, B-

Borel in OM.) Then there exists a set F C OM x Q of full v ® P-measure such that

for each (u,oj) ET we have a Lyapunov spectrum

A(l) < A(2)  <m,m< AW
<^u      v. ^u      v. • • • v. Au   ,

and associated filtration

{o} - <i) < C) < • • < C) - T-0M-

Thus, if n E TuOM, r> e V$u) \ Vf^ (i = l,...,r), then

flog||T6Hu|HAul)    ast^œ.

Given u, the dimensions of the subspaces in the filtration are independent of oj

for (u, oj) E T. We define the multiplicity of Au t° be dimVfu n — dimVf^"^ for

such oj.

PROOF. Note that M being compact implies that OM is compact; therefore this

result follows from [3, Theorem 2.1], except that as we have stated that Theorem,

the spectrum can depend on oj E fi. However, if v is ergodic, then the spectrum (and

its multiplicities) are independent of u and oj, and since any invariant measure is a

combination of ergodic measure, which are supported on disjoint (though perhaps

not closed) sets (see Yosida [28, Chapter 13, §4], also [3, §1.2]), we can deduce

that the spectrum above and its multiplicities (and those of [3, Theorem 2.1]) are

independent of oj E fi if u is merely invariant.    D

The statement of Theorem 1 used a Riemannian metric on OM. Since OM is

compact for M compact the choice of metric was unimportant. However we will

often use the natural metric, or Sasaki metric, of OM. This is defined using the

connection on OM by requiring that for each u of OM the horizontal and vertical

tangent subspaces of u are orthogonal, that Tuir is isometric on the horizontal sub-

space, and that the connection form maps the vertical subspace at u isometrically

onto the lie algebra o(n) with its usual (Hilbert-Schmidt) metric. This metric is

clearly invariant under the action of isometries of M and the right action of 0(n),

as is the corresponding measure: the Liouville measure (or Liouville volume).

The construction of the Canonical SDS is analogous to that of the ordinary

dynamical system (vector field) A on TM (or the sphere bundle SM), whose flow

is the geodesic flow: A is defined such that for each v E TM (or SM), A(v) is the

horizontal lift to TTM (or TSM) of v with respect to the Riemannian connection

on TM. Thus, our aim is analogous to the study of the Lyapunov spectrum for the

geodesic flow on TM (or SM) for which see [1, 27].

It will be seen that many of our techniques and results are also analogous. For

instance in §2 we show that the flow of (X, B) preserves the Liouville measure on

OM, and the Lyapunov exponents sum to zero. Also in §5 we show that we can give

a full description of the Lyapunov spectrum and filtration when M is the hyperbolic

2-space. Note however that our approach to the question of ergodicity of the flow

of (X, B) (see §3) is different from the approach of [1] for the geodesic flow.
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The following description of (X, B) and its flow, in terms of the connection on

TM, will be useful in the sequel (see Elworthy [10, Chapter 7, §11], also [27]):

Denote by {ei,...,e„} the standard basis in R™. We will sometimes express

an orthonormal frame u: Rn —> TXM as (i¿i,... ,un), where u¿ = u(et), which

is an orthonormal base in TXM. Denote the vector field fí(-)e¿ : OM —> TOM

by X1, and its flow by £J. Then the solution £|(u) is the parallel translation of

(«i,..., un) along the geodesic starting from u¿. This description of Q. characterises

X% completely, and hence (X, B) itself, and it follows that for any e E Rn, X(-)e

is the vector field whose solution starting from a frame u is the parallel translation

of (ui,..., un) along the geodesic starting in the direction of u(e).

Parallel translation of a frame u E Ox M along a geodesic starting in the direction

of v E TXM can be interpreted as rolling the manifold without slipping along a

straight line in Rn: we start with x sitting at the origin in Rn, and lined up

according to u, i.e. with e, E R" against u¿ E TXM, and we roll along the line in

Rn which is lined up against v. At each time t the parallel translation (u\,... ,un)

of the frame is lined up against the frame in Rn which is parallel to the standard

basis at the origin. Now, take a piecewise linear approximation (X, Bn) to (X, B),

where n = (0,ii.tj,. • •)> so that for each oj E fi, B^(oj) = Bti(oj) and B^(oj) is

linear between 0,íi,Í2, - - - (see [10, 6]). Then for each oj the solution to (X,Bn)

starting from u E OxM is obtained by rolling M without slipping along the path

B^(oj) in R", starting with x sitting at the origin, and lined up according to u.

(This is the Cartan development.) The flow of (X,B) itself can be obtained from

that of (X, Rn) by letting mesh (n) tend to zero. (n.b. We can only define the

Cartan development along a piecewise differentiable path. This is why we must go

via the piecewise linear approximation here.)

2. Preliminary results.

PROPOSITION 2.1. (X,B) is invariant under isometries of M, i.e. if h: M —y

M is an isometry, then for each u E OM, e E R" we have

TOhX(u)e = X(Oh(u))e,

where Oh: OM —y OM is given by 0/i(u)e¿ = T/i(u(e¿)) (i = 1,... , n).

PROOF. The proof is immediate from the fact that (X, B) is canonically defined

with respect to the Riemannian metric.    □

For the following we should note that our requirement for a flow of an S.D.E. is

that it be continuous in the space variable (almost sure smoothness will then follow

automatically).

PROPOSITION 2.2. Denote by IS(M) the compact Lie group of isometries of

M. Then for a.e. oj the flow is invariant under the action of IS(M), i.e. for a.e. oj

we have for all h E IS(M), t > 0, u E OM that

£t(oj)(Oh(u)) = OM&Mu).

PROOF. This follows from the following general lemma.

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose the smooth SDS (Y, z) on the smooth compact manifold N

is invariant under the action of a compact Lie group H of smooth diffeomorphisms

on N, i.e. for allhEH,xEN,eE Rn we have

Y(hx)e = Th ■ Y(x)e.
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Then for a.e. oj E fi, the flow ft(w) is invariant under the action of H, i.e. for all

xEN,hEH,t>Owe have

h(ct(oj)x) = ct(oj)(hx).

PROOF. Define an SDS (Y,z) on the compact manifold N x H by Y(x,h)e =

(Y(x)e,0), and denote its flow by &{&)• From [6] we see that ¿(w) is a.s. uniquely

determined by the condition that for each (x,h) E NxH, ct(oj)(x, h) is the solution

to (Y,z) starting from (x, h), and tht ft(w) is a.s. continuous in (x, ft). Also, it is

clear that (x,h) h-> (ct(oj)x,h) is a flow of (Y,z). Now, transforming the equation

for Çt(oj)x via h and using the Itô formula, we can deduce that

d(hçt(oj)h~1x) = Y(hçt(oj)h~1x) o dzt,

i.e. for each h E H, ftÇt(w)ft_1 is a version of the flow of (Y, z). Since this is

continuous in ft, we can also deduce that (x, ft) y-y (hÇt(oj)h~lx,h) is a version of

the flow of (Y, z), and the result follows by a.s. uniqueness of this flow.    D

PROPOSITION 2.4. (i) For a.e. oj the flow &(<*;) preserves the (normalised)

Liouville volume p on OM.

(ii) The Markov process on O M associated with £t(oj) has p as an invariant

measure.

PROOF, (i) See [20]. The result follows from the fact that with respect to the

Riemannian metric on OM, we have divX1 = 0, which implies that the flow £J

preserves the Liouville volume. (X%, ̂ ¿-notation of §1.)

(ii) Elementary from part (i).    D

PROPOSITION 2.5. The sum of the Lyapunov spectral elements (with multiplic-

ities) is zero for the Canonical SDS.

PROOF. In view of Proposition 2.4(i), this follows from the general result:

PROPOSITION 2.6. Consider the smooth stochastic flow &(w) on the smooth

compact Riemannian manifold N.

(i) // the Lyapunov spectrum exists at (x,oj), then the sum of the Lyapunov

spectral elements (with multiplicities) at (x,oj) is given by

lim -logdet[Tft(w)|Tijv].
t—»oo t

(Here by "det" we mean the determinant of the linear map Tçt(oj)\TxN'- TXN —►

TSt(u)xN, with respect to the Riemannian inner product on these tangent spaces.)

(ii) // there is a smooth measure on N whose density v is never zero, and for

a.e. oj the flow Çt(oj) preserves this measure, then the sum of the exponents is zero.

PROOF, (i) In the proof of the existence of the Lyapunov spectrum [3, Theorem

2.1], we embed N in a Euclidean space, and work with the Riemannian metric on

N induced from the embedding. From the proof we see that if the spectrum exists

at (x,oj), then the sum of the spectral elements here is

lim -logdet£[Tft(w)|riAr],
t—*oo t
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where detE is the determinant taken with respect to the inner products on the

tangent spaces, induced from the embedding. The result follows because the inner

products on the tangent spaces are uniformly equivalent.

(ii) Dividing the Riemannian inner product on each TxN (x E N) by v(x)2 yields

an equivalent Riemannian metric in which for a.e. oj, det[Tçt(oj)\ txn] — 1 for all x,

all t > 0. Therefore the result follows from part (i).    D

3. Constancy of the Lyapunov spectrum. If dim M = n > 1, then the

Canonical SDS is degenerate (dim noise = n < dim OM = n + (n— l)n), and we do

not know a priori whether the Markov process associated with it is ergodic, with

respect to the measure p (i.e. the Liouville volume) on OM. In fact the Canonical

SDS on the flat torus is an example which is not ergodic: this is clear from the

fact that parallel translation of a frame cannot alter its angle of inclination. Thus,

we cannot deduce from [3] that the spectrum of Theorem 1 above is independent

of u E OM. Our aim in this section is to show that this is nevertheless true. The

result follows essentially because the system is invariant in the sense of Lemma 3.1

below, with respect to rotations of the frame.

LEMMA 3.1.   Take any gEO(n).

(i) Then for all t > 0, u E OM, a.e. oj E fi, we have

[6Hu]o5=6(</"M("°9)-

(ii) For all t > 0, n E TOM, a.e. oj E Q, we have

[TU^W^TUg-^Wg)-

(Here, g is the map TOM —» TOM (written on the right: n —y r)g) defined by

ng = d(u o g)/dt if ut is a curve on OM, and fí = dut/dt.)

The map g restricts to a linear isometry TuOM —y TuogOM for each u E M.

PROOF, (i) This is easily true if we take a piecewise linear approximation to

the system (see [6, Proposition 4.1]). To obtain the result stated use the fact that

the piecewise linear approximation converges in measure uniformly over u E OM,

t G [0,T] (any T > 0), and the fact that the map oj y-y goj preserves the measure

Ron fî.

(ii) Differentiate the equation of part (i), and regarding jasa map O M —> OM,

U y-y nog, take g to be its derivative.    D

LEMMA 3.2.   For each q — 1,..., n, put

/«(u,w) = lim 7log||[r&Mu]Ai,
t—*oo t

whenever this limit exists. Here, by T£t(o))u we mean the linear map

Tt:t(oj)\T„oM:TuOM -» Tit{u))uOM,

and by A.q we mean the qth exterior power. Take any invariant measure v for the

Markov process on OM associated with £t(oj). Then for u-a.e. u, and given u, for

a.e. oj, we can define fg(u,w), and it is a.s.-independent of oj. For such u denote

by f (u) the a.s. value of fg(u,oj). Then f (t>) exists and is equal to fq(u) for all

0 € 0*tu)M.
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PROOF. The fact that / (u, oj) can be defined for (u,w) as in the statement can

be deduced using the ideas of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [3]. In fact from that

proof it follows that fq(u,oj) is v ® R-a.s. invariant under the time shift

$T: OM x n -> OM x Í);        (u,oj) ¿» (ír(w)u, 0T(w))

(any T > 0). Now, if the Markov process on O M is ergodic with respect to

v (restricting attention to time increments of length T), then by [3, Appendix B,

Theorem B], this time shift is ergodic with respect to v®P, and so fq(u, oj) is u®P-

a.s. constant. To see that for v merely invariant we have fq(u,oj) a.s. independent

of oj for a.s. u, consider the decomposition given by Yosida [28, Chapter 13, §4]

of M into uniquely ergodic components (see [3, §1.2], also the proof of Theorem 1

above): fq(u,oj) is a.s. independent of oj on each of these components, and they

make up a set of t'-full measure if v is any invariant measure.

We now show that if 0 e On(u)M, then fQ(t>) = f9(n). Take g E 0(n) such that

u o g = o. Since g is an isometry TmOM -> TmogOM (any w E OM), we have

ll[TetMu(-)]A'll = ||[[r6(a;)u(-)]sOA'||.
Therefore (using Lemma 3.1(h)) we have fq(u,oj) = fq(ug,g~loj) for a.e. oj, and

hence (using the fact that g: fl —► fi preserves the measure P) we have / (u) =

7».  □
THEOREM 3.3. If u is any invariant measure for the Markov process on OM

associated with £t(w), then the Lyapunov spectrum for £t(oj) and its multiplicities

are u ® P-a.s. constant on O M x O.

PROOF. For each (vl,oj) for which the functions fq are defined (q = 1,...,n),

the Lyapunov spectrum at (u, oj) and its multiplicities can be constructed from the

values of these functions at (u,oj) (see Ruelle [25, Proposition 1.3]). Also, from the

invariance of v on OM we can deduce that of it(v) on M for the Markov process

associated with heat flow, and in fact we must have ir(v) = p (Riemannian volume)

because this Markov process is uniquely ergodic. Using this and Lemma 3.2 we

see that for p-a.s. x E M, fq is constant for u E OxM: denote its value by fq(x).

We can consider fq to be an element of ¿i(M, p), and from the invariance of fq

under the time shift $t on OM x fi, we can deduce that fq satisfies PTfq = fq as

elements of Li(M,p), where PTfq is defined by x y-> jPr(x,dy)fq(y) (so that P*
represents heat flow on M). From this and the ergodicity of p we can deduce that

fq is p-a.s. constant.    D

COROLLARY 3.4. For any compact Riemannian manifold M there is uniquely

defined a set of Lyapunov exponents with associated multiplicities, which are in-

variants of the Riemannian structure on M.

Note. There are also corresponding extrinsic invariants for submanifolds of Eu-

clidean space (see [7]).

4. Bounds on the exponents for general compact Riemannian mani-

folds. The derivative flow T£t : TOM —» TOM is most easily described using the

trivialization
TOM -^OMxR" x o(n)

V i-» (u, 6(V),ój(V)),        V E TuOM,
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where o(n) is the Lie algebra of 0(n), identified with the space of skew symmetric

n X n-matrices, and 6, oj are respectively the canonical 1-form and the connection

form on OM. The trivialization determines Rn and o(n) valued processes

ftt = 0°T&(Vb),        At=woTtt(V0),

given V0 E TOM. From [10, Corollary VII, 12E] these are determined by the

equations

(la) ht = 6(Vo) + f AsdB3-±j u~lK(va, -)* da,

At = ù(Vo) + /   uy1R(usdBs,vs)us
Jo

¿J°    I i

1    f* [
+ 2 U^Y^^s^iUs^i^s)^(lb)

Here ei,..., en is an orthonormal basis for R", Vo E TUoOM and ut = £t(uo) with

each frame ut(oj) considered as an isometry

ut (oj) : R" -» TXt (w)M,        xt = itut.

We use K: TM © TM -» R with corresponding K(v,-)* E TM, v E TM,

and R: (TM © TM) © TM -> TM to denote the Ricci and full curvature tensor

respectively (using Kobayashi and Nomizu's conventions [16]). The scalar curvature

will be written as S : M —y R.

Finally vt(oj) = ut(oj)ht(oj) = Tit o T£t(oj)(Vo) E TXtru)M is the horizontal

component of T£t(w)(Va), called the 'derivative process' of Brownian motion on M

in [9, 10]. It is of independent interest, being related to the heat flow of 1-forms

[10, Theorem IX2C].

Note that the Stratonovich forms of equations (la) and (lb) are

:ia')

(lb')

ht = 6(Vo)+ [ AsodBs,
Jo

At = w(Vo) + /   u71R(usáRa,us)Ms
Jo

which are a direct analogue of the equation for Jacobi fields, and in fact reduce to

the first order system corresponding to the Jacobi equation if ldBs' is replaced by

'ds': hence the description 'stochastic Jacobi fields' [20].

We will discuss the behaviour as t —> 00 of 1/i log |i>t(w)| and use this to obtain

estimates on the maximum exponent Amax of £. First we need to know that log |ut|

is defined:

LEMMA 4.1. // 9(Vo) ^ 0, then with probability one vt never vanishes for

0< t < 00.

PROOF. We must show that the subset Q = OM x {0} x 0(n) of OM xR"xo(n)

is unattainable by (uq, ho, Aq) and will use the theory in Friedman [13, vol. II; 12]
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together with the fact that (u.,h.,A.) are solutions of the systems (la), (lb), and

(lc) dus — X(ua) o dBa.

Since the problem is purely a local one Friedman's criteria for equations in Rn go

over to the manifold case simply by taking local coordinates. Following Friedman

take z = (u°,0,A°) in Q and use the noise coefficients of (la), (lb), (lc) to define

o(z): R" -♦ TuoOM xR"x o(n)

as

<r(z)(e) = (X(u°)e, A°e, 0),        e e Rn.

If Ei = (0, e¿,0) for i = 1,...,n, then {i?¿}¿ form a base for the normal space to Q

at z and we set d(z) equal to the rank of the diffusion matrix a orthogonal to S,

i.e. a = (otij)i,j where

However for e E R™

(a(zYEl,e) = (El,(X(u°)e,A°e,0)) = (el,A°e),

whence a = -(A0)2 and d(z) — rank(A0)2. Now all points z of Q with A0 = 0 are

unattainable by the diffeomorphism property of the flow £t> and so we can ignore

such points and assume A0 ^ 0. Then since A0 is skew symmetric, d(z) > 2 (take

e with A°e ¿ 0; then A°A°e 1 A°e but (A°(A°)2e, A°e) = -|(A°)2e| ^ 0, because

((A°)2e,e) = -|A°e|2, whence (A°)2A°e and (A°)2e are linearly independent).

If dim M = 2, then Q has codimension 2 and Theorem 4.2 of [13] gives unattain-

ability immediately. In case dim M > 2 we can take a basis in Rn so that A0 has

matrix consisting of 2 x 2 blocks down the diagonal and zeros. The symmmetric

matrix of a = -(A0)2 will then have similar structure. In particular «¿j = 0 if

1 < i < 2 and 3 < j < n and so 'condition N' of Friedman is satisfied and the

lemma is proved.    D

From (la), the isometric property of each us(oj) and [13] we have

(2) |ftt|2 = |fto|2 + 2 / (hs,AsdBs)+ [ |Aa|2cis- / K(va,va)ds,
Jo Jo Jo

where |AS| refers to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm on o(n), i.e. |A| = \/traceA*A. Note

that for this norm, if A E o(n) and e E Rn, we have

(3) |Ae|<-^|A||e|

with equality if n = 2.
From (2) and the lemma

hog|ftt|2= log|ft0|+ / (hs/\hs\,As/\hs\dBs) + l [ |As|2/|fts|2ris
(4) 2 Jo ¿Jo

-l-f K(vs/\vs\,vs/\vs\)ds- [ |A3fts|2/|fts|4ds.
* Jo Jo

Therefore by (3)

(5) ^log|ftt|2>log|ft0| + Mt-^y K(vs/\vs\,va/\vs\)ds
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with equality if n = 2, where

Mt= f (hs/\hs\,As/\hs\dBa).
Jo

Now Mt is a 1-dimensional stochastic integral and so a time changed Brownian

motion on R. Consequently with probability one

liminf -Mt < 0 < lim sup -Mt
t—>00      t t—KX>       t

giving

(6) limsup - log |ftt| > -- limsup - /   K I -¡-^r, -¡-^ ) da.
t—oo     t I    t —oo     t Jo Vl^sl    \vs\J

THEOREM 4.2.   LetK: M^ R be given byK(x) =sup{K(v,v): vETxM, \v\
= 1}. Then

(7) A- > hmsup \ log W^OT ¡*to äx.

In particular when n = 2

(8) A— > ~X(M),

where \ is the Euler characteriatic of M.

PROOF. By the ergodic theorem and the fact that the normalized volume ele-

ment of M is the invariant measure for our Brownian motion {xt : t > 0} on M we

have
dx

lim - / K(xa)da= [  K(x)
t^oo t Jo Jm vol M

almost surely. This gives (7), and (8) follows by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and

the fact that K(u,v) = ^S(x)(u,v)x, u,v E TXM, when n = 2.    D

REMARKS, (i) The theorem is stated in terms of the maximum exponent Amax.

In fact, since fto is arbitrary, Amax can be replaced by any exponent Ar which

corresponds to an element V^' , of the filtration which is independent of w almost

surely (see [5, 15]).

We can also use the formula for |At|2 which corresponds to (2). For this define

the stochastic process

R: [0,oo) x Í1 -► L3(A2Rn,A2Rn;R),

with values in the space of symmetric bilinear forms on A2Rn, by

Rs(oj)(a,ß) = (R(us(oj)a,us(oj)a')u3(oj)b',us(oj)b)Xsrul)

when a — a ha' and ß = b Ab1. For oj E fi let

n

Äs(oj) = Y ei A ̂ a(w)e¿ E A2Rn,        0 < s < oo,

¿=i

and define 6: [0,oo) x ft -> L(Rn,L(A2Rn;R)) by

S3(oj)(a)(ß) = VK(b')(b,a) - VK(b)(b',a)

for ß = b A b', a E Rn.
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Then by Itô's formula and 1(b) or from Theorem 12F and Remark 12F of [10]

for n > 1,

1-2/   R3(dB3Ah3,Ä3)-      Rs(Ä3,Äs)ds
(9) Jo Jo

|Atl2 = |An12

/   es(h3)(Äs) da +       ^|R(use¿,usfts)|2ds.

There are two special cases where (2) and (9) simplify: the case dim M = 2, and

the case of constant curvature.

LEMMA 4.3.   (i) iyftendimM = 2,

(10a)    |ftt|2 = |fto|2 + 2 f (h3,A3dB3)+ f \A3\2da-l f S(xs)\hs\2ds,
Jo Jo ¿ Jo

\At\2 = \Ao\2-2 [ S(xs)(h3,AsdB3)- [ S(x3)\As\2ds
Jo Jo

(10b) - /   dS(u3A3h3)da+ [ ls(x3)2\h3\2da.
Jo Jo  ¿

(ii) When M haa conatant sectional curvature k,

(11a)   |ftt|2 = |fto|2 + 2 / (hs,A3dB3)+ I \A3\2da - k(n - 1) f \hs\2ds,
Jo Jo Jo

\At\2 = \Ao\2 - 4k [ (hs,A3dBs)-2k f \A3\2 da
Jo Jo

(lib) +2fc2(n-l) / |fts|2ds.
^0

PROOF,   (i) Fix s > 0.   We can take an orthonormal basis ei,e2 for R2 with

Aaei = —ctse2, Ae2 = asei for some as E R. We have, for any frame u at x E M,

S(x) = 2(R(uei,ue2)ue2,uei)    and    As = — 2a3ei A e2-

Thus for e = ßxex + ß2e2 E R2 and ft e R2

Rs(e A ft,Äs) = (eift2 - e2fti)(-2aa)Ra(ei A e2,ei A e2) = (Ase,h)S(x)

and

Ra(Äs,Ä3) = 2a2S(x) = \A3\2S(x)

while K(u,v) = 7¿S(x)(u,v), u,v E TXM, so that

ea(ft)(i5) = -2aes(ft)(e1Ae2)

= —a3hidS(u3e2) + a3h2dS(uaei) = aS(u3A3h).

Finally

^|R(use,,fts)|2 = Y 1(R(u3ei,h3)u3e2,u3ei)2

i i

= 2\h3\2\S(x)2.
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(ii) Equations (lia) and (lib) follow from (2) and (9) and the identities R(X, Y)Z

= k((Z, Y)XX - (Z, X)XY) and K(X,X) = (n - l)k\X\2x for X, Y, Z E TXM, when
M has constant curvature k (see [16, p. 203]).     D

The frame bundle of the universal cover of a manifold of constant curvature has

a natural Lie group structure, see §5 below. The following proposition reflects the

bi-invariance of its Killing form, its proof is immediate from (11a, b).

PROPOSITION 4.4. For a manifold of constant sectional curvature k we have,

almost surely,

(12) |At|2 + 2rc|ftt|2 = |A0|2-f2fc|ft0|2,        0<£<oo.

When k > 0 we can take |A|2 + 2k\h\2 to be the norm of (A, ft) to see (using

Proposition 2.5)

COROLLARY 4.4.1. All the exponents are zero for a manifold of constant pos-

itive sectional curvature.    D

In dimension 2 there is a generalization of equation (12) to the case of noncon-

stant curvature.

PROPOSITION 4.5.   If dim M — 2, there is the Stratonovich equation

(13) er¡At|2 + S(xs)°of|ftt|2 = 0

and the ltd equation

|Ai|2 + S(xs)|ftt|2 = |A0|2 + S(xo)|fto|2+ / \h3\2da(usdBs)
Jo

(14) 1   /■« f<
+ -      \hs\2AS(x3)ds +       dS(usA3h3)ds.

2 Jo Jo

PROOF. From (10a), (10b) and the Itô formula for S(xs)

|At|2 + S(zt)|ftt|2 = |An|2 + S(xo)|fto|2- / dS(usA3h3)da
Jo

+ [ \h3\2dS(usdBs) + l) [ \hs\2AS(xa)da
Jo ¿ Jo

+ 2      Y(hs,Asei)dS(u3ei)da.
Jo    I

This gives (14). The right-hand side is just the Stratonovich expression

|Ao|2 + S(x0)|fto|2+ f \h3\2od(S(x3))
Jo

so that (13) follows by integration by parts.   Alternatively (13) can be derived

directly from (la') and (lb').    D

PROPOSITION 4.6 (POSITIVE CURVATURE UPPERBOUND).   If dim M = 2 and

M has positive curvature at all points, then
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PROOF. Since S(x) > 0 for all x we can take y/{\At\2 + S(xt)\ht\2} to be the

norm of (ftt, At). By (14)

\ log(\At\2 + S(xt)\ht\2) = \ log(|A0|2 + 5(x0)|fto|2)

l'f*   \h3\2dS(u3dB3)       If*      dS(u3A3h3)

+ 2j0  \A3\2 + S(x3)\h3\2 + 2 J0  \A3\2 + S(x3)\hs\2dS

1  ? \h3\2 ,      1  f*      jft3l4|VS(x3)|2
+ 4Jo  \A3\2 + S(x3)\h3\2^[Xs)as    2Jo  (|As|2 + S(xs)|fts|2)2dS-

Now

\dS(u3A3h3)\ < i^4l±|As|(v^(x^|fts|)
V6(x8) V2

<|VS(x8)|S(x8)-1/2^(|Aa|2-r-5(x?)|fta|2).

Therefore the ergodic theorem together with the boundedness of the coefficients of

the Itô integral imply that

Amax<      1       f    |V5(X)|     dx       ,   1   f    AS(X)     dxi_ r \vs(x)\ dx     1 f
V2JM JsTx)volM + 4JMAy/2 J m yßCcjvolM     iJM   S(x)  vol M

and the result follows by the divergence theorem and the identity

Since Amax is always nonnegative by Proposition 2.5, the proposition yields the

differential-geometric inequality for all compact surfaces M of positive curvature:

(17) f   l^fdx<lf   ™d,
1    ' Jm    S(x)2        - v/2 JM ^S(x)

The right-hand side is dominated by

(18) ;W/«wWlSWdI'
whence

(19) /   |V^(^12 dx < \ f S(x) dx = 27TX(M) = 471
Jm    ö(x) ¿Jm

if M is orientable, by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and the fact that such M are

topologically S2. From (15) and (18) we obtain the rather crude bound

COROLLARY 4.6.1.   If M is an orientable surface of strictly positive curvature,

then

(20) 0<Amax<7r/volM.        D

However it may well be that Amax = 0 for all such M.
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5. The case of constant curvature. A simply connected manifold N of

constant curvature is isometric to a homogeneous space G/SO(n), where G =

SO(n + 1) for positive curvature and is the connected component of the identity in

the Lorentz group 0(1, n) for n space dimensions and one time dimension in the

case of negative curvature. Moreover the bundle G —> G/SO(n) can be identified

with the special orthogonal frame bundle of N [17, pp. 264, 268]. As observed

by Malliavin and Malliavin [18, 19] for more general symmetric spaces under this

identification the canonical flow is given by the S.D.E. on G

(21) du = X(u) o dB,

where X is left invariant. The flow becomes

£t(oj) : G -> G,        £t(oj)(u) = u ■ gt(oj),

where {gt : t > 0} is the solution of (21) with go the identity in G.

Since this gives such a precise version of the canonical flow it can be used to

give a precise description of its long time behaviour and Lyapunov spectrum [2,

18, 19]. For example since SO(n + 1) has a bi-invariant Riemannian metric the

canonical flow for manifolds of positive curvature consists of isometries (for this

metric transferred to OM) and so as seen in Corollary 3.4.1 all the exponents are

zero. More generally the bi-invariance of the Cartan-Killing form shows that (12)

is sure for this version of the flow, rather than just almost sure.

Rather than follow this approach we will restrict ourselves to the case of surfaces

of constant negative curvature and show by direct arguments that the stable man-

ifold structure is essentially the same as for the geodesic flow. However we should

point out that we were first led to believe this by Guivarc'h who argued using the

homogeneous space structure.

In the following theorem we define the stable manifolds for the canonical flow:

THEOREM 5.1. For each (u, w)er and each strictly negative Lyapunov expo-

nent A1, ffte set "V(u w) given by

\ x>: limsup - log d(£t(oj)u, £t(oj)o) < A* \
1. t^oo    t )

is the image of the corresponding element V^', of the filtration under a smooth

immersion which is tangent to the identity at u. (The set "V^ , is called the atable

manifold at (u,oj) corresponding to A1.)

PROOF. The proof is clear from [3, Theorem 2.2.2].     □

Without loss of generality suppose that M has constant curvature -1. It can

therefore be isometrically covered by the hyperbolic plane N and it is easily seen

that any Lyapunov structure for the canonical flow of N will project to one on M

via the covering map. We shall therefore work with N and express our answers in

terms of isometries of N and in particular the horospheres (see [1, Appendix 21]).

It will be convenient to consider both standard models of N. The unit disc model

represents N as D — {(x,y): x2 + y2 < 1} with Riemannian metric

[1 - (x2 + y2)](dx2 + dy2). Here the unit circle can be considered as the 'circle

at infinity' Nqo. The upper half plane model represents N as Uc = {(x, y) : y > 0}
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with metric y~2(dx2 + dy2) and we use the superscript c to indicate that we have

identified a particular point c of Noo with the point at infinity in the upper half

plane (thus TVoc - {c} corresponds to the x-axis). Note that an isometry of N with

IIe is completely determined by the choice of c E N^ and the inverse image of

(0,1) E Uc. An isometry of N with D is determined by the inverse image d of

(0,0) E D and the angle of inclination of a fixed half-ray from d.

In the model Uc we will consider isometries of the following type.

TYPE I. Horizontal translations of Uc.

TYPE II. The linear expansions, z y-y az, of Uc for a > 0.

In the model D we will consider:

TYPE III. Rotations of D about the origin.

Using these isometries it is rather easy to see that N and its frame bundle have

the homogeneous space structure mentioned before:

LEMMA 5.2. For any u,v E ON there is a unique isometry g which sends u to

v, i.e. Og(u) — v.

PROOF. After a suitable isometry with Uc we can obtain isometries of Type I

which transform u and v to frames at (0,1). Then an isometry with D sending (0,1)

to (0,0) enables these frames to be aligned by a rotation. Uniqueness follows from

the fact that the only isometries fixing (0,0) in the D model are the rotations.    D

It will be convenient to use the Buseman functions of N: ifpEN we can identify

each c E N^ with the ^-ray 7, parametrized by arc length which sets off from p in

the direction c, and we define ßp(c, — ) : N —y R by

ßp(c,z)= lim[t-d(z,1(t))}.
t—>oo

We have the following standard and easily verified result.

LEMMA 5.3. The function ßp exists and is finite on N. In the model Uc it is

given by ßp(c,z) = logy when p = (0,1) and z = (x,y). Thus it is the hyperbolic

distance of z from the line y = 1.    □

LEMMA 5.4.   Let {zt : t > 0} be a Brownian motion on N. Then with probability

1,

(i) 2oo(w) = limt_00 zt(oj) E Noc exists and

(ii) limt^00(l/t)ßZo(z00(oj), zt(oj)) = ¿.

PROOF. Part (i) is a special case of Prat's result for nonconstant negative

curvature, see [22, 23, 26], and is easily seen in our case by working in either of

the models D or Uc.

For (ii) it suffices to show that if c E N^,, then

P j -tßzo(c,zt(oj)) -* ± Zoo(uj) = cj = 1

and for this we use the Doob ft-transform to condition z to tend to c. In fact we only

need to use the simplest example of ft-transform theory because in the D model the

Brownian motion of N is just a time changed Euclidean Brownian motion stopped

at S1 and time changing commutes with our conditioning. As described in [8, 2X9]
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the Euclidean B.M. in D conditioned to exit at a E S1 is the ft-Brownian motion

where ft is given by the Poisson kernel

h(z) = (l-\z\2)l\a-z\2,        \z\<l,

i.e. it has the law of the diffusion process with generator ^ A + V log ft. Therefore

Brownian motion on N conditioned to tend to a as t —> oo is the diffusion with

generator ^ An + V¿v log ft, where Ajv and V^ refer to the hyperbolic metric. In

the Uc model (when c is mapped to oo) this diffusion can be given by solutions of

the S.D.E.

dxt = ytdB\,        dyt = ytdB2 + yt dt

for {(Bl,B%): t > 0} a B.M. on R2. (Note that the Christoffel symbols in the Uc

model are given in the proof of Theorem 5.7.) Then yt — yo exp(R2 + ^t) and the

result follows by Lemma 5.3.    D

THEOREM 5.5. Take u E ON. Then for almost all oj E ft we have the

following:
We can take c — limt_>007r^t(u;)u E N^ and let "V(U)W) be the 1-dimensional

submanifold of ON given by {Og(u): g a Type I isometry (horizontal translation)

in Uc}.  Then for any u' E ~V(u,u) we have

(22) lim - logd(et(w)«, ít(w)u') =■-=
t—>oc t ¿

and for all other frames u'

(23) hm - log d(ít (w)u, &M«') > 0-
t—.oo t

PROOF. Choose w E ft so that the conclusions of Lemmas 2.2 and 4.3 are valid

for zt(oj) = 7r£t(u;)u. Then c = Zoo(oj) exists and we will work in Uc.

We need only consider oriented frames and a frame at (x, y) can be identified with

a tangent vector to Uc at (x, y) of unit Euclidean length: with this identification

we will write frames as (x,y, A) E Uc x S1. This also determines a new metric d

on the space of oriented frames, namely the product of the Euclidean metric on Uc

with the standard one on S1. This will be equivalent to the standard metric on the

frame bundle over each compact subset of Uc, in particular over the set

^ = {(x,2/)GÍ/c:|x| + |l-2/|<¿}.

Write £t(oj)u = (xj, yt, At). Then if v E "V(u,w) there exists a E R with

tt(u)v = (xt + a,yt,\t),        t > 0.

Using isometries of Types I and II

dUt(oj)u, et(«)v) = d((0,yt, At), (a, yt,Xt)) = d ((0,1, At), i^-,1, Xt

But for sufficiently large t both (0,1) and (ayy1,1) lie in W over which d and d are

equivalent. Now

d((0,l,at),(-,l,at))=P]
\ \vt      ))    \yt\

))■
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and

lim - log -,—r = — ̂
t-«, t    B \yt\        2

by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4(h). This proves (22).

If u' $ ~V(u,uj) : but in the representation Uc is obtained from u by an isometry

of Type II, i.e., for some a > 0, a ^ 1, u' = (axo, ayo, Ao) for u = (xo, yo, Ao) then

£t(üj)u' = (axt,ayt,Xt) and

d(6(wV, 6M«) > d((0, ayt), (0, yt)) = d((0, a), (0,1))

so that (23) holds.

On the other hand if it' $■ "V'u,u>) but is not in this class, then lim^oo £t(oj)u' ^ c,

as can be seen from the proof of Lemma 5.2. Consequently

d(tlt(oj)u, £t(oj)u') > d(ir£t(u)u,iTclt(oj)u') > /3p(c,7r£t(w)u)

for all sufficiently large t and any p E N, by Lemma 5.3. Thus by 5.4

lim Td(&(w)u,£t(w)u') > -
t-»oo l ¿

giving (23) again.    D

REMARK. In fact we can easily prove Baxendale's result that if rimt_00 itc\t(oj)u

/ limt-.oo ittlt(oj)u', then a.s.

(24) lim U(t:t(oj)u,c:t(oj)u') = l
t—»oo t

although we leave it to the reader to show that if u' comes from u by a nontrivial

isometry of Type II, then a.s.

(25) lim7d(ít(w)tt,ít(w)«')=0.

See [2] for more precise results.

PROOF OF (24). It suffices to show that for dt — d(7r£t(w)u,7rÇt(w)u') we have

limt^oo dt/t = 1 since the fibres of the frame bundle all have the same diameter.

However if p E N is some point and rt = d(trtlt(-)u,p) and r't = d(irtlt(-)u',p), then

a.s.

lim rt/t = lim r't/t = h
t—*oo t—»oo

as in [22].

Thus limt—ooldt < limt^oo{(rt + r't) = 1- On the other hand, since ßp(c,z) is

the hyperbolic distance of z from the horosphere through p and c we see that with

probability 1 we can take points q and q' so that

dt(oj) > ßq(irtoo(u)u,irtlt(u)u) + /V(7r£ooMu'>7r£tMu')>

and consequently by Lemma 5.4

lim -dt(oj) > 1
t—»oo t

as required.    D

We now have a straightforward technical lemma.
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LEMMA 5.6.  For given (xo,yo) E Uc let {(xt,yt): t > 0} be the solution of the

ayatem

(26) dxt = yt dB¡,        dyt = yt dB2 + yt dt

driven by a 2-dimenaional Brownian motion {(B\,B2) : t > 0}. Then

(27) lim -log
t—»oo t

= 0    a.a.

PROOF. Set 0t = xt/yï1- Then

6t = expj-Ri - \t} f eB'+s'2dBl
Jo

so that

(28) lim \ log \0t | = -1 + lim \ log   / eB* +s'2 dB¡

provided it exists.

Write B for R2 and set

(29) wt= f eB°+3/2dB¡.
Jo

There is a 1-dimensional Brownian motion, B say, such that Brit) = wt, where

(30) r(i)= / e2B°+sda.
Jo

Take e > 0, by Khintchine's law of the iterated logarithm, it follows that with

probability one there exists To with

Kl < (1 + e)^{2r(t)loglogr(t)}

for t > T0. For such t

(31) - logwt < - log(l + e) + jt log2r(t) + i log log log r(t).

We claim 1151^00(1/2*) log2r(i) < \. From this we see by (28) and (31) that

(32) Imi|log|Ot|<-^+Imiilog|w;t|<0

while lim|f?t| = oo since dOt = dB} — ztdB2 so that equality holds in (27) as

required. To prove the claim use Chung's log log law:

p/r- IAI .)     .P < hm   sup
t-»oo0<8<í N/(2íloglogí)

to see that with probability one there exists Ti such that for t > Ti

r(t)< [ exp{2(l + £)v/(2íloglogí) + a} da
Jo
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SO that

-log2r(i) <- + -(l + s)y/(2tloglogt) -> -    así -> oo.    D

Our final result describes the Lyapunov spectrum for the canonical flow of N,

and so for any complete surface of constant curvature -1 by taking the universal

cover:

THEOREM 5.7. The Lyapunov exponenta are —5,0,5) with correaponding fil-

tration V/u K c V,u L C Vfu K = TuO(M) at a given frame u which can be

described with probability one in terms of c — limt^oo trclt(oj)u as follows:

(a) V,u w, is the tangent space to the orbit of Type I isometries (horizontal transla-

tions) in the model Uc;

(b) V,u s is the span of V,u , and the tangent space to the orbit of Type II

isometries (multiplication by some a > 0) in the model Uc.

The stable manifold through u corresponding to the negative exponent is "V(u,u)

as described in Theorem 5.6.

PROOF. The most direct method to see that the top exponent is \ is to go back

to equation (5) of the last section. In our case it gives

log I/itI = log|ft0| + Mt - \t,

where Mt — J0 (fts/|fts|, A8/|ft8| dBs). This time we can apply equation (12) to see

that Mt/t —y 0 as t —» 00, so that i_1 log |ftt| —► —* as t —» 00. The result follows

by using (12) again.

Since the weighted sum of the exponents is 0 there must be at least one negative

exponent. Since such have corresponding stable manifolds the only possibility is

— \ by Theorem 4.4 with V/ ', tangent to the stable manifold V(u,u>)-

Now dim V, -, = 1 and dim V, , = 3 so that to get a weighted sum of 0 there

must be an exponent 0, and it only remains to identify the two-dimensional subspace

V,     -, as that described in (b). To do this work in the model Uc but rather than
\U,UJ) *•     '

using the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.4 we will use the standard procedure

of embedding the orthonormal frame bundle of N in its full frame bundle and

identifying this with the product Uc x GL(2,R). Thus a typical frame is denoted

by (x,y,L), where L C GL(2,R) and we will take (xo,yo,Lo) as our initial frame

u. Also the tangent space at u to Type II orbit through u is spanned by v for v

represented by v = (xo,yoiLo)- Then

TuítHv = ^6H((1 + s)x0, (1 + s)y0, (1 + a)L0)| *=o

= — ((1 + s)xt, (1 + s)yt, (1 + a)Lt)\ s=0

= (xt,yt,Lt).

The horizontal component ftt, say, of Tu£t(w)v is therefore given by ftt = (xt,yt)

so that, using the Riemannian norm,
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By Lemma 5.6,

Thus

(33)

We want to show

(34)

0<lim-|ftt| <lim-|ftt| =0.
z t

lim -~log\ht\ = 0.
t—»-oo t

lim -log|Tu&(w)i>|=0.
t—»oo t

In fact this follows from (33) using the sure invariance of the Killing forms, described

at the beginning of this section, which allows us to apply (12) to our situation and

so see that the vertical component At, say, of Tu£t(oj)v grows at the same rate

as ftt. Alternatively we can compute At explicitly as follows (by At we mean the

element of o(2) obtained using the connection form as in the last section):

The Christoffel symbols of N in the chart Uc at the point (x, y) are

r1  - r2 - r2 - r1  - n    r21 11 — 1 12 — L 21 — L 22 — u!      L11
l l

pi   _ r1   — r2

¡/'       12        21        2- y
22

Therefore, since the metric is conformally Euclidean and Lt is an orthonormal frame

(At)* = \YV)kdx> \(xt,yt)+Sf

(see [16, p. 142]).

Whence

(35)

for 0t = xt/yt-

Thus |At| = y/2\6t\

At =

(confirming the Killing form identity (12)), and

^log\TuCt(oj)(v)\ = -tlog(l + 202) 0

by Lemma 5.6, as required.    D

REMARK. Working in Uc with (x0,y0) = (0,1) it follows from (35) that the Type

II orbit through (xo,yo,Lo) is just the horizontal lift of the geodesic ray through

(xo,yo) in the direction c.
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